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The phase diagram of water harbours controversial views on underly-
ing structural properties of its constituting molecular moieties (1), its
fluctuating hydrogen bonding network (2) as well as pair-correlation
functions (3). In this work, long energy-range detection of the X-ray
absorption allows us to unambiguously calibrate the spectra for wa-
ter gas, liquid and ice by the experimental atomic ionization cross
section. In liquid water we extract the mean value of 1.74 ± 2.1%
donated and accepted hydrogen bonds per molecule pointing to a
continuous distribution model. In addition, resonant inelastic X-ray
scattering with unprecedented energy resolution also supports con-
tinuous distribution of molecular neighbourhoods within liquid wa-
ter, as do X-ray emission spectra once the femtosecond scattering
duration and proton dynamics in resonant X-ray–matter interaction
are taken into account. Thus, X-ray spectra of liquid water in am-
bient conditions can be understood without a two-structure model,
whereas the occurrence of nanoscale length correlations within the
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S ince the electronic structure of water molecules can sup-1 port both 2- and 4-fold coordination in their molecular2
interaction, both a view of continuous distribution of molecular3
moities (homogeneous view) (4–10) and a view of oscillations4
between separate distinct phases (heterogeneous view) (11–15)5
of liquid water can be envisaged. The heterogeneous view6
foots strongly on the consideration that in the supercooled7
regime statistical response functions diverge at 228 K, intro-8
ducing a liquid-liquid critical point, that would terminate the9
transition line between high-density and low-density liquid10
phases (16). In consequence, fluctuations between patches of11
different intermolecular organization could exist up to 320 K12
in the ambient regime (17), which is in striking contrast to the13
homogeneous view of liquid water at ambient conditions. This14
two-phase model of liquid water has been repeatedly promoted15
by the interpretation of X-ray spectroscopic findings (18) (and16
references therein), but the spectra have also been interpreted17
on the basis of homogeneous water models (19–21).18
X-ray absorption spectra19
Soft X-ray Oxygen 1s X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS),20
electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS), and equivalent in-21
formation from hard X-ray Raman scattering (XRS) for the22
Oxygen 1s excitations has been utilized to characterize the23
various phases of water (14, 22–27). In these studies, integral24
or area-normalization within the measured spectral range be- 25
tween 530 eV and 550 eV has typically been employed, with 26
the aim to fulfill the theoretical concept of the f-sum rule (28) 27
present for an ideal – complete – spectral range with clearly 28
discernible bound and continuum states. Combining simula- 29
tions with area normalization, a significant signature of broken 30
hydrogen bonds in liquid water has been postulated (14) based 31
on the observation of increasing intensity in the 4a1 LUMO 32
line (I in Fig. 1 (c)) along transitions from ice to liquid water 33
and finally gas phase. However, in the f-sum rule normaliza- 34
tion, the decrease of intensity in the pre-edge region is exactly 35
counterbalanced by a intensity gain in other regions within the 36
normalization range, because the spectrum integral is forced to 37
a fixed value. Therefore, employing area-normalization within 38
the range of 530 eV and 550 eV to fulfil the f-sum rule induces 39
a trade-off in spectral intensity within the experimentally ac- 40
cessed energy range. Moreover, this trade-off is limited to the 41
normalization range, which is unjustified as such spectra do 42
not meet each other at the end of the integration interval (see 43
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In Fig. 1(a),(b) and (c) we present the phase diagram of45
water in relation to Oxygen 1s XAS spectra obtained from46
saturation-free hard X-ray Raman spectroscopy for ice and liq-47
uid, and electron-energy-loss spectroscopy for gas from Ref. 2248
(raw data after subtraction of constant background), where we49
follow the idea presented in Refs. 27, 29 and replace the f-sum50
rule normalization with f-density (df(E)/dE) normalization51
at the high-energy end (see also Fig. S2). Panels (b) and (c)52
represent scans of gas, liquid and ice. The use of f-density53
normalization is based on the reasoning that at the sudden54
limit (a fast photoelectron) the photoionization cross section55
is an atomic property, independent of sample composition and56
varying bonding situations. Thus f-density links XAS state57
populations of different materials and molecules via fundamen-58
tal core–continuum transition properties in the most reliable59
way when the spectra reach the asymptotic regime.60
Most notably, the intensity variation of the LUMO 4a161
pre-edge feature in region I of Fig. 1(b) under f-density nor-62
malization yields a quantitative measure of donated hydro-63
gen bonds per molecule for the liquid, ice and gas phase64
of water. With 0 donated bonds for gas and 2 donated65
bonds for ice and a linear dependence between the struc-66
tural parameter average and line intensity, we derive from67
the f-density normalized pre-peak intensities (Table S1) of68
liquid water an average of 1.74 ± 2.1% donated hydrogen69
bonds per molecule (see SI for discussion about the error es-70
timate). This value is significantly closer to the 2 donated71
bonds of ice than the previously derived 1.1 (see Ref. 1472
and SI) bonds per molecule, that results from spectra73
normalized to the reduced photon energy range of74
550 eV, or other values depending on the chosen75
short range integration interval.Therefore, breaking76
of H-bonds between ice and liquid water occurs to a77
lesser degree than previously assumed. . With the in-78
terpolation method used here, for the spectra normal-79
ized in area up to 550 eV the value 1.67 is obtained.80
We conclude that breaking of H-bonds between ice81
and liquid water occurs to a lesser degree than con-82
cluded in Ref. 14.83
Quantitative line-intensity–structural-parameter correla-84
tion based on a first principles liquid simulation (30) can now85
be considered (Fig. 1(d)). For the pre-edge LUMO 4a1 (region86
I), intensity is anticorrelated to donated (D) and accepted (A)87
hydrogen bonds, but correlated to the sum angular deviation88
from tetrahedrality (∆a) as well as furthest-nearest difference89
(∆d) of the closest four neighbouring O sites.90
For the post edge region III, we observe in f-density nor-91
malization a strong rise of spectral intensity going from liquid92
water towards ice structures, and no contributions in gas (Fig.93
1(c)). Since the post edge of condensed water resides in the94
continuum (O1s binding energy in liquid BEO1s=538.21 eV95
(31)), its interpetation must not foot on bound state arguments,96
but can only be attributed to continuum scattering resonances97
(shape resonances) reflecting structural order (26). For the98
shape resonance at hvin ∼542 eV the second and third nodes of99
the scattered electron wave function with Ekin=hvin-BEO1s=100
542 eV - 538.21 eV ∼ 4 eV show characteristic lengthscales of101
3.1 Å and 4.6 Å, respectively. This makes the shape resonance102
region sensitive to the first and the second solvation shell radii103
(32), and the corresponding potential barrier height, values of104
Fig. 1. (a) Schematic phase diagram of water in relation to Oxygen 1s X-ray ab-
sorption spectra obtained from saturation-free hard X-ray Raman spectroscopy. (b,c)
We replace the f-sum rule normalization with f-density (df(E)/dE) normalization
at mean ionization cross section between 580 eV and 585 eV for gas, liquid and ice.
Region I: LUMO 4a1 pre-edge feature. Region II: overlaping LUMO+1 2b2 and contin-
uum features. Region III: Continuum region, with shape resonance (hvin ∼542 eV)
from second shell O–O continuum scattering resonance. (d) Line-intensity–structural-
parameter correlation coefficients based on first principles liquid simulation (30) for
regions I-III (lesser correlations Fig. S4): donated (D) and accepted (A) hydrogen
bonds, sum angular deviation from tetrahedrality (∆a) and furthest-nearest difference
(∆d) for the closest four neighboring O sites.
which (from digitization) are presented in Table S2. The inter- 105
pretation of the post-edge (III) as a shape resonance has been 106
proposed to originate from the nearest neighbours (33). We 107
attribute the post-edge (III) intensity behaviour to be caused 108
by a shape resonance that is due to both first and second 109
solvation shells. This conclusion is supported by matching the 110
solvation shells and their radial-distribution-function (RDF) 111
peak heights as a measure of the mean barrier height. This 112
continuum scattering resonance in liquid and ices is respon- 113
sible for the artificial suppression of the pre-edge when area 114
normalization from 530 eV to 550 eV is used. 115
The notable complete break-down of the hydrogen-bond 116
network of water in the gas phase is reflected in raising pre- 117
edge (I) (Fig.1 (b) and (c)), whereas the post-edge (III) dis- 118
appears due to loss of solvation-shell order needed for the 119




shape resonance. In the language of quantitative line-intensity–120
structural-parameter correlation coefficients based on first121
principles liquid simulation (30) in Fig. 1(d) this is expressed122
as dominant anti-correlation between the shape-resonance in-123
tensity in region (III) with the sum angular deviation from124
tetrahedrality (∆a) and correlation with donated (D) and125
accepted (A) hydrogen bonds.126
Resonant inelastic X-ray scattering spectra127
Next we turn to liquid water by studying O K-edge resonant128
inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS) (Fig. 2). We focus on the129
bound excitations to 4a1 LUMO (region I), to states at the130
main edge, and core ionization continuum through the scat-131
tering resonance. In this work the spectra were recorded with132
unprecedented resolving power (>10000) by using the SAXES133
spectrometer (34) at the ADRESS beamline (35) on the Swiss134
Light Source at Paul Scherrer Institut. Finally we present135
XES spectra taken at numerous incident energies approaching136
the sudden core ionization, measured with instrument of more137
modest resolution (See Fig. S3 for complete XES spectra).138
Comparing the RIXS spectra of electronic loss features139
(Fig. 2 panel b) taken at 545 eV to those excited to the shape140
resonance at ∼540 to 542 eV (region III) a noticeable shift of141
+0.20 eV is observed, due to different coupling and screening142
of a fast photoelectron, and a slow resonantly trapped photo-143
electron. Trivially, for both continuum excitations, photoion-144
ization leads to no vibrational excitations in the quasielastic145
region (Fig. 2 panel (c)), as the ionized system can not return146
to the neutral ground state. We note that XES spectra with147
differing energy calibrations have been reported (36, 37); we148
calibrated with respect to data from Ref. 36.149
As seen in Fig. 2 panel (c), excitation into the electronic150
bound state 4a1 LUMO of liquid water yields strong vibrational151
excitations next to the elastic line. These excitations represent152
the projection of the core-hole-state-propagated wavepacket153
back onto the molecular ground state potential energy sur-154
face (38–40). For the main edge the experimental vibrational155
progression in liquid water shows significant shortening over156
the gas phase, a sign of suppression to exhibit the symmetric157
stretch mode in the liquid environment. Note to A&A:158
we do not plot main edge comparison. I ignored your159
comment here, we show the 4a1 progression in Fig 3.160
We should cite a gas phase paper here.161
In Fig. 3 we thus show side by side the experimental162
vibrational losses via the electronic bound state 4a1 LUMO163
gas phase water (Fig. 3 (a)) and of liquid water (Fig. 3 (d)).164
The ground state potential energy surface as a function of O–H165
distance extracted from experimental RIXS for the gas phase,166
using a Morse-potential-cut approach as has been used in Ref.167
40, are shown for gas (Fig. 3 (c)). The vibrational progressions168
for both gas and liquid water show only a single dominant O–H169
stretch mode. In the gas phase this mode persists as a distinct170
peak up to very high vibrational quantum numbers. In the171
liquid phase, however, broadening towards higher vibrational172
quantum numbers sets in, which is caused by a statistical173
distribution of the liquid local environments. No indication174
for two energetically shifted, distinct O–H stretch frequencies175
indicative of a two-phase model can be detected.176
Fig. 2. Liquid water at ambient conditions: (a) Oxygen 1s X-ray absorption in direct
relation to O1s resonant inelastic X-ray scattering with sub-natural-line-width spectral
resolution of 50 meV. (b) 1b1 HOMO electronic losses at various incident-photon
energies normalized to respective maximum value. (c) vibrational losses normalized
to main elastic peak height mapping the ground state potential energy surface along
selected coordinates. Shaded area is the contribution of photoionization continuum
with an ionization threshold built up from step functions of each of the manifold of the
molecular species in liquid water.
Fig. 3. Ground state vibrational levels along the O–H coordinate of molecular moities
present in gas phase (a,b) and liquid water at ambient conditions (d,e) extracted
from the vibrational progressions of O1s sub-natural linewidth RIXS excited at the
4a1 LUMO X-ray absorption resonances, respectively. Broadening of vibrational
progression in the liquid phase from continuous distribution of molecular configurations
(d). No broadening in the single H2O molecule configuration in the gas phase (b)
and the single potential energy surface along the O-H coordinate extracted from the
Morse potential (c).
X-ray emission spectra 177
Finally let us turn to the RIXS electronic losses in Fig. 2 (b), 178
where the 1b1 emission line in the water O K-edge X-ray emis- 179
sion spectrum (XES) appears as a double peak in condensed 180
phases (18). This splitting (A,B in Figure 2 (b)) has been 181
promoted as a fingerprint of two distinct structural motifs 182




within the liquid phase (41), which is opposed by arguments of183
nuclear dynamics causing this effect (20, 21, 42). In the latter184
view it is important to realize that the splitting at ionization185
may have different origin compared to those of different reso-186
nant states due to different core-hole-state potential energy187
landscapes, and therefore possibly different dynamics.188
The XES spectrum taken at 550 eV and above in Fig.189
2 (b) (see Fig. S3 for full spectra) manifests the photon190
energy dependence in the continuum, which indicates the191
ionized electron still to be coupled to the decay. Matching the192
behaviour of the XAS spectra in Fig. 1 (c), at 585 eV and193
above the convergence of the XES spectral shape is observed,194
with a result of significantly more "ice-like" spectrum recorded195
using an X-ray tube (43) (Figure 1 in the reference) than at196
lower energies. This finding alone questions the use of the197
split peak components as indicators of two liquid phases, as198
this would imply solid ice at liquid nitrogen temperature to199
have these phases.200
Our Bethe-Salpeter equation XES simulations (average201
1.88 accepted and donated hydrogen bonds per molecule)202
account for core-hole dynamics of different durations (Fig.203
4(a)). They show that the formation of the lower-energy split204
component requires core-ionized-state dynamics in the long205
and the short O–H bonds to take place between ionization and206
X-ray emission. This dynamical interpretation also explains207
why slower-moving deuterated samples show a reduced peak208
A (21, 37, 44–47). For resonant excitations and ionization,209
the origin of the split peak may be different, as the potential210
energy surfaces governing the dynamics, in principle, may211
differ from each other. Still the dynamic view is consistent212
with spectra obtained at detuned 4a1 resonance, where the213
electronic loss feature appears as a single line that develops214
into a double peak when tuned to the 4a1 and above. This215
is understood as an indication of longer effective scattering216
duration.217
The split-peak has a weak dependence to underlying struc-218
ture seen in the branching ratio A/B, similarly to what we219
have established for the chain length dependence in liquid220
alcohols (48). We performed (Fig. 4) a full statistical analysis221
linking the the A’/B’ branching ratio to the continuum RIXS222
simulation for liquid water. We reveal how A’/B’ increases223
by increased hydrogen bonding (donated D, accepted A) and224
decreases by increased deviations from tetrahedrality (∆a an-225
gular, ∆d distances) of the environment (Fig. 4 (b)). These226
findings are in full agreement to experiments presented here227
and earlier: the lower-energy component (A in Figure 2) of228
the split peak in water is reduced in higher temperatures of229
the liquid (21, 44) and increased upon freezing (21, 43). The230
occurance of the split-peak of water XES itself is a dynamical231
effect, equivalent to i.e. alcohols, where the branching ratio232
picks up some weak but notable statistical trend to structural233
parameters, as shown in our simulations.234
Conclusions235
When putting the information from the three spectroscopies236
X-ray absorption, resonant inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS)237
and non resonant X-ray emission together we can proceed238
to conclusions. Analysis of the X-ray absorption across the239
phase diagram of water using f-density normalization reveals240
for liquid water 1.74 donated hydrogen bonds per molecule,241
being closer to the 2 donated hydrogen bonds in 4-fold coordi-242
Fig. 4. Formation of a split-peak in the 1b1 HOMO electronic losses from ultrafast
molecular relaxation during the femtosecond natural-lifetime of the O1s core ionized
intermediate state of RIXS in the sudden limit (X-ray emission, XES). (a) MD simulation
of O1s RIXS under sudden limit as a function of scattering duration τ = 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10
fs (individual decay-time averaged spectra scaled x0.2). The instantaneous average
is shown as dashed line. (b) Correlation coefficients between the split-peak branching
ratio (A’/B’) from core hole dynamics (time-averaged integrated XES spectra) and
structural parameters at the site of ionization. The error bars represent 1000-fold
bootstrap re-sampling. Weak correlation of split-peak intensity sum branching ratio
(A’/B’) to angular deviation from tetrahedrality (∆a), to the furthest-nearest difference
(∆d) for the closest four neighboring O sites, and to donated (D) and accepted (A)
hydrogen bonds (the parameters are calculated at the moment of ionization). Stronger
correlation to the elongation of the short O-H bond during the scattering process
(short(τ )). Strongest correlation to the elongation of the long O–H bond during the
scattering process (long(τ )).
nated tetrahedral ice than previously derived from short range 243
spectral normalization. In this quantitative normalization 244
the occurance of a continuum scattering or shape resonance 245
representing the structural order of the Oxygen-Oxygen next 246
neighbour coordination shells in the liquid and ice is estab- 247
lished. This shape resonance is absent in gas and supercritical 248
phases, since the number of hydrogen bonds is reduced. 249
Consequence of this quantitative understanding is that res- 250
onant inelastic X-ray scattering via the H2O LUMO 4a1 state 251
is sensitive to all bonding arrangements that might be present 252
in liquid water. Potential-energy-surface mapping with sub- 253
natural line width RIXS on gas phase and liquid water finds 254
no indication of two distinct molecular potentials. If two 255
motifs of water existed, the two distinct potentials 256
should give a split in RIXS vibrational progressions, 257
which even high up in the vibrational progression is 258
not observed at spectral bandwidth of 50 meV. A split 259
peak in RIXS vibrational progression would be a po- 260
tential (but not conclusive) indication of two struc- 261
tural motifs. This kind of behavior is not observed at 262
spectral bandwidth of 50 meV. Instead we observe grad- 263
ual broadening in a continuous way, which strongly supports 264




the continuum model description of liquid water.265
In non-resonant X-ray emission spectroscopy the splitting266
of the HOMO 1b1 state into a split peak has been promoted267
as a signature of two structural motives in liquid water. The268
experimental finding, that in the sudden limit (at high incident269
energy) the photoelectron decouples from decay yielding an270
ice-like emission spectrum rules emission spectrum as an evi-271
dence for two structural motives in the liquid. This reasoning272
roots on similarity of the emission spectra and the fact that273
ice does not have two liquid phases. Additional support is274
given by a liquid 64-water simulation with periodic boundary275
conditions including both structural variation and core-hole-276
state dynamics on equal footing, being in line with numerous277
previous simulations. In particular, split peak branching ratio278
relationships show that dynamics plays a key role in the for-279
mation of the 1b1 double peak, with a very weak dependence280
on the starting structure.281
Thus, the findings of X-ray spectroscopic tools are in full282
agreement with the continuous distribution model of liquid283
water structure equally reported in the vast number of non-X-284
ray based investigations of water.285
Supporting Information (SI). Available as a separate file.286
Materials and Methods287
288
Experiments. The hard X-ray Raman experiment for liquid water289
and ice was performed using the X-ray Raman scattering spec-290
troscopy instrument (49) at the beamline ID20 of ESRF. The mo-291
mentum transfer used for detection was q = 2.6 ± 0.6 Å−1. The292
scans for the ice sample were performed from below and from above293
to confirm that radiation damage does not introduce an error in294
the data (see Fig. S2). For the experiment, the liquid water sample295
was filled into a custom-made flow cell (50), and the ice sample was296
prepared in situ in a 2 mm quartz capillary continuously cooled297
by using a cryostream (Oxford cryosystems) at approximately at298
-88 ◦C. For both samples, milli-Q water was used. The raw data299
was handled as described in (51). The intensity integral values in300
the data are presented in Table S1. There are also problems in301
using f-sum rule due to varying completeness of the set of accessible302
final states (52), here seen as mismatch between gas phase and con-303
densed phases. The XAS of Fig. 3 was recorded using the flat-jet304
transmission NEXAFS setup (53) at BESSY-II. The ionization step305
of Fig. 3 is taken from gaussian-shaped-assumed O1s photoline (31)306
with width from Ref. 54.307
The RIXS experiment was performed with the SAXES spectrom-308
eter (34) at the ADRESS beamline (35) on the Swiss Light Source309
at Paul Scherrer Institut. We utilized a flow-cell separating the310
sample from the vacuum by a Si3N4 window of 150 nm thickness311
with a ∼10 nm Au coating. The energy calibration was based on312
O2 spectrum (38). Due to breakdown of the windows in irradiation,313
the cell was moved between the spectra. To avoid errors from this314
procedure, these individual scans were shifted to the same energy315
by using a fit to the elastic line before joining them. The data in316
the electronic loss region is presented with larger energy binning317
for improved statistics.318
Line positions and widths from the RIXS spectra were defined319
by a fit using Voigt profiles with a shared Lorentzian contribution,320
which was varied in the process. The Gaussian broadenings σ of321
the lines were treated as independent parameters, and are reported322
as widths in Figure 3. The elastic line was included to the fit only323
up to the level of other lines, meaning that the top part of the true324
elastic line was ignored. This is motivated by the line shape not325
being a Voigt profile.326
For the obtained line positions, we performed a fit using the327
effective mass of µ=0.94 a.m.u. in a one-dimensional Morse potential328
V (r) = De(1− e−a(r−r0))2 [1]329
with eigenvalues 330









to obtain parameters De and a. The position of the minimum r0 is 332
not obtainable from the data and was given the value 0.95 Å, when 333
drawing the potential energy curve for gas. 334
The XES experiment for photon energies 550 eV and above was 335
performed at the beamline U49-2/PGM-1 in BESSY-II by using 336
the setup described in Ref. (55). The XES data was calibrated by 337
using the spectrum at 550.1 eV reported in Ref. (36). 338
XES Simulations. We performed a statistical simulation on liquid 339
water using Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics (CPMD) for sim- 340
ulation cell of 64 molecules within the CPMD software (version 341
3.11) (56). Ground state AIMD of the pure liquid was equilibrated 342
for at least 6 ps (starting from classical force field models) at ambient 343
conditions at 300 K in the NVT ensamble using the Car-Parrinello 344
algorithm (57) with a time-step of 0.1 fs and a fictition energy mass 345
of 500 au. The model consists of 64 water molecules in a cubic 346
simulation cell (a=12.4170 Å). All AIMD simulations employed 347
the gradient-corrected density functional, BLYP (58, 59), and a 348
85 Ry kinetic energy cut-off for the plane wave expansion of the 349
Kohn-Sham wave-functions in combination with a pseudopotential 350
description. For hydrogen a local pseudo-potential parametrized 351
with one Gaussian was used (60). For oxygen, the norm-conserving 352
pseudo-potentials were of Troullier-Martins type (61), expressed in 353
the Kleinman-Bylander form (62). As a basis for considering dynam- 354
ical effects in the X-ray emission spectrum simulations, we performed 355
Born-Oppenheimer AIMD simulations for the core-ionized states of 356
each molecule in a single snapshot of both solvents. This resulted 357
in 64 trajectories of core-hole dynamics for liquid water. The dy- 358
namical response to the core-ionization was simulated by continuing 359
the ground state MD in the core-ionized state, but substituting one 360
oxygen pseudopotential with a specially developed pseudopotential 361
for oxygen with 1s1 occupation (63). 362
The XES spectra were evaluated using the Bethe-Salpeter equa- 363
tion (BSE) formalism as implemented in the OCEAN code (64, 65). 364
For the XES calculations the electronic ground state calculations 365
were performed using the Quantum ESPRESSO program pack- 366
age (66) and norm-conserving pseudopotentials obtained from the 367
ABINIT distribution (67). For the calculation of the ground state 368
electron density, we used Γ-point sampling and a 2× 2× 2 K-point 369
mesh for the evaluation of the used 1600 final states. Wave func- 370
tions were truncated beyond a cutoff of 70 a.u. We evaluated the 371
Kα emission line separately for each of the 64 oxygen atoms in 372
the simulation box of water separately along the respective excited 373
state MD trajectory. The sampling along the core-hole induced 374
dynamics trajectory was performed at 2 fs intervals up to 10 fs. 375
We computed the XES σ(T ), accumulated up to time T , of ionized 376











= 4.11fs [4] 379
The energy scale is relative to the ground state of the ion, and we 380
averaged over all oxygen sites of the simulation box. The results 381
with different upper limit T for the integral are depicted in Figure 4, 382
where the instantaneous averaged emission spectra are also shown. 383
In the analysis of XES, we refer to these parameters at the 384
moment of ionization (before the core-ionized dynamics), except 385
for bond lengths that are evaluated at the indicated time. The 386
error limit is based on the standard deviation in 1000-fold bootstrap 387
re-sampling technique. 388
Standing-wave equation. In atomic units, for a standing wave be- 389
tween −R and R the wave-vector of a free electron k = √2E has to 390




2E/27.211)× 0.529 [5] 393




for a standing electron wave to exist. The standing-wave condition394
mimics the condition for a scattering state to be trapped in the395
potential barrier by neighboring molecules.396
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